
Dear Ms. Willing:

This is a complaint under the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct (TDRPC or Rules) against Texas Attorney General Warren Kenneth Paxton Jr. for having brought a Supreme Court action seeking to overturn the 2020 presidential election results that was frivolous and otherwise violated the Rules, and for having further violated the Rules after that suit was summarily dismissed.

The lawsuit that Mr. Paxton asked the Supreme Court to entertain was against Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan and Wisconsin. Former Vice President Joseph Biden had won the popular vote in the November election over then-President Donald Trump in all four of these States, and their electoral votes provided the critical margin of victory. Mr. Paxton’s lawsuit urged the Court to enjoin these four States from using the results of their presidential elections to appoint electors and, instead, to have the States’ legislatures appoint new electors to replace any electors the States had already appointed or to appoint no electors at all.

All four States’ legislatures were controlled by members of the Republican Party. If given the power to appoint their own electors, the State legislatures predictably would have appointed electors who would cast their ballots for candidate Trump in the Electoral College. Alternatively, if the legislatures had appointed no electors, Mr. Trump would have won in the Electoral College, because there would have been no electors voting for Mr. Biden from those four states. In either case, granting the relief Mr. Paxton sought would have overturned the results of the presidential election, converting the loser, Mr. Trump, into the winner.

Mr. Paxton was a strong supporter of Mr. Trump. Although the lawsuit was initially prepared by lawyers supporting the Trump Campaign, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/31/us/trump-election-lie.html, Texas’s First Assistant Attorney General testified to the Texas State Senate
Committee on Finance that Mr. Paxton and Executive staff in the Attorney General’s Office worked on the case. See Texas Senate Audio/Video Archives February 2021, 2/10/21, Senate Committee on Finance (Part I), at 2 hr. 56 min. – 2 hr. 58 min. The lawsuit was filed as part of President Trump’s continuing attempt to overturn his election loss. It is noteworthy that Louisiana’s Attorney General “declined” to file the action, and Mr. Paxton’s top Supreme Court litigator – Texas’s Solicitor General – would not sign the complaint. [https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/31/us/trump-election-lie.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/31/us/trump-election-lie.html). Mr. Paxton was the lawsuit’s lead counsel of record.

Mr. Paxton’s motion for leave to file the suit was filed on December 7, 2020. This was more than a month after the November 3 election and only seven days before electors in the Electoral College were required to cast their votes. The Supreme Court summarily dismissed the Texas motion for lack of standing just four days later, on December 11. Dismissed as moot were also motions by President Trump and seventeen other States to intervene in the case in support of the complaint Mr. Paxton had filed.

Texas’s Rules provide that a lawyer is “an officer of the legal system and a public citizen having special responsibility for the quality of justice.” TDRPC Preamble § 1. “Lawyers, as guardians of the law, play a vital role in the preservation of society” and have an obligation “to maintain the highest standards of ethical conduct.” Id. Moreover, the Rules prohibit pleading to a court frivolous claims of law or fact and making false, dishonest, deceptive or misleading statements. Mr. Paxton’s Supreme Court Complaint violated these prohibitions.

After the Court dismissed his suit, Mr. Paxton continued to commit ethical violations in support of Mr. Trump’s campaign to overturn the election results. His misconduct included violating his attorney’s oath to support the Constitution by urging the crowd standing behind the White House on January 6 to march on the Capitol to pressure Congress to change what it was meeting to do, i.e., carrying out its constitutional and statutory duty to properly count Electoral College votes and declare the rightful winner.

We, as members of the bar, bring this matter to the attention of the Office of the Chief Disciplinary Counsel, State Bar of Texas, out of deep concern about violations of the Texas rules of ethics by the State’s highest-ranking legal officer. Such conduct cannot be accepted from any person licensed to practice law in the United States, much less a sitting State Attorney General.
Mr. Paxton’s post-dismissal, unethical conduct was serious in its own right. Demonstrating a pattern of ethical misconduct, it made his prior conduct in the Supreme Court lawsuit even more egregious.

Given the gravity of Mr. Paxton’s violations, we believe that he should be suspended or permanently disbarred from the practice of law. We urge the Chief Disciplinary Counsel to investigate promptly the allegations in this disciplinary complaint – along with the allegations against Mr. Paxton in multiple other complaints - and, if validated, initiate the necessary proceedings to suspend or disbar him.

Complaining Parties

Signers of this complaint are highly respected leaders in the field of ethics and professionalism. We include four former Presidents of the State Bar of Texas, members of the State Bar Board of Directors, scholars in professionalism and in the training of Texas lawyers, former grievance panel members, a former member of the Standing Committee on the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, and the former chair of the Supreme Court Grievance Oversight Committee. This complaint is filed pursuant to TDRPC 8.03(a) because we have “knowledge that another lawyer has committed a violation of applicable rules of professional conduct that raises a substantial question as to that lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects[.]”

We are joined as a co-signer by Lawyers Defending American Democracy ("LDAD"). LDAD is a non-profit, non-partisan organization whose purpose is to foster adherence to the rule of law and help protect American democracy.

I. Mr. Paxton’s Conduct


1. Standing to Sue

The gravamen of Mr. Paxton’s claim was that the four State defendants, by extensively violating their own ballot security laws, had violated the Constitution’s Electors Clause, Art. II, Sect. 1, Cl. 2, and thereby injured plaintiff Texas. Bill of Complaint (Comp.) p. 3, Motion for Preliminary Injunction and Temporary Restraining Order or, Alternatively, for Stay and Administrative Stay (Motion for P.I.) pp. 3-5, 26-29.
Mr. Paxton alleged that the State of Texas had standing to sue the four defendants because they had injured two different Texas interests: the interest of the State itself “in who is elected as Vice President and thus … can [break Senate ties]”, (emphasis in original), Brief in Support of Motion to File Bill of Complaint (Brief), p. 13; and its interest as parens patriae, to protect the interest of its appointed 2020 presidential electors in being able to vote in the Electoral College. Brief, pp. 14-15.

Mr. Paxton, however, cited no precedents that support his assertion that a State has standing to challenge how another State administers its own election law, because there are none. Moreover, there are overwhelming constitutional and legal reasons why the claim of such standing was indefensible. Even conservative legal scholars agreed that Texas had no standing.

The Supreme Court summarily and categorically rejected Mr. Paxton’s lawsuit for lack of standing to sue:

The State of Texas’s motion for leave to file a bill of complaint is denied for lack of standing under Article III of the Constitution. Texas has not demonstrated a judicially cognizable interest in the manner in which another State conducts its elections. All other pending motions are dismissed as moot. (Emphasis added) ORDER IN PENDING CASE, 155. ORIG., TEXAS V. PENNSYLVANIA, ET AL., FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2020

There are at least three critical reasons why Mr. Paxton’s assertion of standing had no basis in law and, indeed, was fundamentally inconsistent with the American constitutional and legal scheme for presidential elections.

First, the Constitution’s Electors Clause itself, Art. II, Sect. 1, Cl. 2, on which Mr. Paxton heavily relied, makes clear that one State has no interest in another State’s method of choosing electors. The Clause provides:

Each State shall appoint, in such manner as the legislature thereof may direct, a number of electors, equal to the whole number of senators and representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress [.] (Emphasis added).

Thus, under the express terms of the Electors Clause itself, each State has the unilateral right, acting through its legislature, to determine the rules under which it will select its own presidential electors. Under the Electors Clause, there is no authority for any State to be involved with, let alone to interfere with, how another State selects its electors. To allow Texas to
challenge the methods by which Pennsylvania and the other States selected their electors would contradict the very right and duty conferred by the Electors Clause on each State to decide by itself how to appoint its own electors.

Second, under the Constitution’s fundamental structural principle of federalism, including the Tenth Amendment, as the Complaint acknowledges, Comp., p. 10, every State is “sovereign” unto itself. That is, every State alone has the constitutional authority, power and responsibility to make and execute all laws for the people within the State, subject to the supremacy of the Constitution and laws of the United States. To allow any State the authority to challenge and interfere with another State’s selection of its own presidential electors would flout the latter State’s sovereignty. As law professor and election law expert Edward B. Foley of Ohio State University noted, granting Texas standing to challenge other States’ selection of electors “would be an unprecedented intrusion into state sovereignty.”

Finally, to allow Texas standing would cause chaos in the entire constitutional and federal statutory process for electors to meet and certify the voters’ choice, count the electoral ballots, and inaugurate a new President. As Harvard Law School Professor Laurence Tribe stated: “This is truly ridiculous.... If the 50 sister States could sue one another to overturn each other’s election results, there’d be a mind-blowing cascade of ... intra-family Electoral College mega-suits. Endless!”

Mr. Paxton’s specious arguments would result in election chaos. The time required for interstate litigation would predictably make it impossible in future presidential elections to satisfy the statutorily mandated timeframes for the meeting of electors, 3 U.S.C. Sect. 7, and congressional counting of electoral votes and declaration of a winner, 3 U.S.C. Sect. 15. Moreover, his theory of standing would put at extreme risk compliance with the constitutionally mandated beginning of the newly elected President’s term on January 20. Twentieth Amend, Sect. 1. As the Attorney General of Texas, Mr. Paxton knows better.

2. Complaint’s Assertion that Biden’s Probability of Winning Election Was Less Than 1 in a Quadrillion

The Paxton Complaint contends that the probability of former Vice President Biden winning the election in each of the four Defendant States was so low that it “raise[d] serious questions as to the integrity of this election.” Comp., p. 6.
a. Pre- versus Post-3 a.m. Claim

i. Misrepresentation of Expert’s Conclusion

Specifically, the Complaint asserted that: “[t]he probability of former Vice President Biden’s winning the popular vote in [each of] the four Defendant States – Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin - ... given President Trump’s early lead in those States as of 3 a.m. on November 4, 2020, is less than one in a quadrillion, or 1 in 1,000,000,000,000,000.” Comp., p. 6.

This stunning, unfounded assertion severely misrepresented the actual finding that Mr. Paxton’s expert had made. While Mr. Paxton claimed that the one in a quadrillion ratio described the probability that Biden would “win [] the popular vote”, the (unsworn) declaration of the expert on whom Mr. Paxton relied – Dr. Charles J. Cicchetti - said no such thing. Rather, Dr. Cicchetti’s “one in a quadrillion” conclusion applied to a much narrower and politically less impactful matter: the probability that Mr. Biden would have won if the votes counted after 3 a.m. had been “randomly drawn from the same population” as the votes counted before 3 a.m. Declaration of Charles J. Cicchetti (Cicchetti Decl.), Dec. 6, 2020, p. 5a.

In Georgia, about 95% of the ballots had been counted before 3 a.m. Of those, 51.09% were for Trump and 48.91% for Biden. The final reported votes were reversed: 50.14% for Biden and 49.86% for Trump. For Biden to have reversed Trump’s early lead and won Georgia by “less than 14,000 votes,” as the final tally showed, Dr. Cicchetti declared that Biden would have had to have won 71.6% of the votes counted after 3 a.m. Cicchetti Decl., p. 4a. Dr. Cicchetti’s actual conclusion was that: “[t]here is a one in many more than quadrillions of chances that these two tabulation periods [pre- and post-3 a.m.] are randomly drawn from the same population.” (Emphasis added) Cicchetti Decl., p. 5a; accord, p. 4a.

Thus, Dr. Cicchetti’s “one in a quadrillion” conclusion did not refer to the likelihood of Biden’s winning the election, but rather to the totally separate question of the likelihood that the pre- and post-3 a.m. votes came from the same voter population. Dr. Cicchetti’s basic conclusion here was essentially just confirming common sense: there is virtually no chance that the proportion of votes for Biden would have vastly increased from 49% pre-3 a.m. to 72% post-3 a.m. if the later votes had come randomly from the same population of voters as the earlier votes.

But Mr. Paxton was not satisfied with this pedestrian, non-politically advantageous conclusion. Instead, he misrepresented what the expert had
actually concluded by falsely and deceptively asserting that the “one in a quadrillion” probability applied to Biden’s likelihood of winning the popular vote.

ii. Expert’s Key Factual Assumption Unfounded

Further, Dr. Cicchetti’s pre/post 3 a.m. conclusion itself had no basis in fact because the assumption it rested on - that the “two tabulation periods were similar and randomly drawn from the same population [of voters]”, Decl., p. 2a - was factually unfounded. There were no facts in the record to support it. There is absolutely no basis for making probability projections based on vote counts at one time of the day as compared to another time of the day unless there is evidence that the composition of the groups of voters at the two different times is substantially similar. If a jar is filled with red and blue marbles, a handful of marbles from the top is no predictor of the number of red and blue marbles, respectively, in other portions of the jar unless all marbles in the jar had been distributed in the same proportions.

For weeks before the election, information was widely published that Trump supporters were likely to vote heavily in person and Biden supporters heavily by mail-in ballots. Since in-person ballots are typically counted earlier in the process and mail-in ballots later, the media and the public widely understood that the early and later results would not be the same. That is exactly what happened. [link]

Dr. Cicchetti even admitted that he was “aware of anecdotal statements from election night that some Democratic strongholds were yet to be tabulated,” Decl., p. 5a. Strikingly, Dr. Cicchetti conceded that if “the yet-to-be counted ballots were likely absentee mail-in ballots []” or that post-3 a.m. votes were “from Democratic strongholds … [e]ither could cause the later ballots to be non-randomly different from the nearly 95% of ballots counted by 3 a.m. EST [.]” Decl., p. 5a.

That is, in the very Cicchetti Declaration that Mr. Paxton submitted to the Supreme Court as the basis for plaintiff’s probability claims, Mr. Paxton’s expert conceded, in effect, that his assumptions were groundless. If the assumption that the pre- and post-3 a.m. ballots came from the same population was not correct, the basis for his entire pre/post 3 a.m. probability analysis was invalid. Because the critical assumption underlying Dr. Cicchetti’s whole pre/post 3 a.m. probability analysis was unfounded, Mr. Paxton knew he had no basis in fact for arguing this probability analysis to the Supreme Court.
b. Hillary Clinton 2016 – Joseph Biden 2020 Election Comparison

Mr. Paxton also asserted that a comparison of votes in the 2016 Clinton-Trump election with votes in the Biden-Trump 2020 election showed that there was “[t]he same less than one in a quadrillion statistical improbability of Mr. Biden winning the popular vote in [each of] the four Defendant States [.]” Comp., p. 7. Dr. Cicchetti explained an assumption on which he based his Clinton-Biden conclusion as to Georgia: “the increase of Biden over Clinton is statistically incredible if the outcomes were based on similar populations of voters supporting the two Democratic candidates.” Decl., p. 4a

In addition to assuming that the Democratic candidate voter populations were similar in the 2016 and 2020 Georgia presidential elections, Dr. Cicchetti made another critical assumption: “other things being the same” between the Clinton-Trump 2016 election and the Biden-Trump 2020 election, Decl., p. 3a. That is, Dr. Cicchetti’s entire conclusion that Biden’s increase over Clinton in Georgia was “statistically incredible” was premised on his assumption that all factors affecting voters’ decisions were the same in the two different elections.

The premise on which Dr. Cicchetti’s Clinton-Biden probability estimate was based – “all things being equal” between the two elections – was preposterous. The 2016 and 2020 presidential elections involved two fundamentally different Democratic candidates, Hillary Clinton and Joe Biden, with very different personalities and backgrounds, a different political environment, different policy issues, and different voter demographics. These elections were held four tumultuous years apart, further demonstrating that there was nearly nothing “equal” about the two presidential races.

Mr. Paxton failed to provide any evidence to support this seminal assumption underlying plaintiff’s Clinton-Biden probability estimate. Moreover, the assumption was categorically false. As Harvard professor and election data expert Stephen Ansolabehere stated, the Biden-Clinton probability estimate is “comical.” “The analysis omitted a number of obvious, relevant facts, he said: ‘[that] the context of the elections are different, that a Covid pandemic is going on, that people reach different conclusions about the administration, that Biden and Clinton are different candidates.’” Mr. Paxton’s Clinton-Biden probability claim was unfounded and unsupported.

3. Relief Sought by Mr. Paxton
a. Preliminary injunction to prevent four States’ electors from voting in electoral college and enable legislatures to replace them with electors for losing presidential candidate

Beyond Mr. Paxton’s unfounded claims that Texas had standing to sue and that Mr. Biden had a “one in a quadrillion” chance of winning, Mr. Paxton’s most egregiously unfounded claim was for relief. Mr. Paxton sought one of the most draconian forms of relief imaginable in our democracy: the disenfranchisement of sovereign States and their millions of qualified voters, preventing them from having their votes counted in the Electoral College and enabling State legislatures controlled by the losing candidate’s party to select their own replacement electors. Comp., pp. 39-40; Motion for P.I., pp. 34-35; Reply in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction and Temporary Restraining Order, Or, Alternatively, for Stay and Administrative Stay (Reply for P.I.), p. 12.

The purpose of Mr. Paxton’s requested relief was nothing less than overturning our presidential electoral process. He was seeking to replace the winning candidate - selected through the votes of 159 million American citizens - with the losing candidate, notwithstanding that virtually all States, whether led by Republicans or Democrats, had certified the validity of their results.

Mr. Paxton nominally distinguished between seeking a preliminary injunction to prevent defendant States from voting in the Electoral College and a summary decision on the merits vacating defendants’ “elector certifications” and remanding to the four State legislatures the authority to appoint their own electors:

This court should first --- temporarily restrain the Defendant States from voting in the electoral college ... and then issue a preliminary injunction or a stay against their doing so until the conclusion of this case on the merits. Alternatively, the Court should reach the merits, vacate the Defendant States’ elector certifications ... and remand to the Defendant States’ legislatures pursuant to 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 to appoint electors. Motion for P.I., p. 35; accord, Reply for P.I., p. 12.

More specifically, Mr. Paxton asserted that: “[t]he issues presented here are neither fact-bound nor complex ” and that “[t]his case presents a pure and straightforward question of law that requires neither finding additional facts nor briefing beyond the threshold issues presented here.” Brief, pp. 34-35. Mr. Paxton asserted that the case was a “prime candidate for summary disposition,” Id., p. 34. Indeed, the schedule he urged the Court to adopt
for deciding the “merits”, if it “neither grants the requested interim relief nor summarily resolved this matter [,]” provided for oral argument only four days after filing and no discovery or trial. Motion for Expedited Consideration of the Motion for Leave to File a Bill of Complaint and for Expedition of Any Plenary Consideration of the Matter on the Pleadings If Plaintiff’s Forthcoming Motion for Interim Relief Is Not Granted, pp. 12-13.

But, contrary to Mr. Paxton’s assertion that the case involved a “pure…question of law,” State defendants disputed various of plaintiff’s allegations of material fact. For example, Michigan disputed plaintiff’s “claims [Comp., pp, 27-28] that large numbers of unaccounted for ballots showed up at the TCF Center, and that Republican challengers were wrongly denied access or had challenges improperly rejected[.]” State of Michigan’s Brief in Opposition to Motions for Leave to File Bill of Complaint and for Injunctive Relief (Michigan Brief), p. 16.

Georgia contested the Complaint’s claim, p. 23, that rejection of absentee ballots in the State was “seventeen times lower” in 2020 than in 2016 by noting that “rejection rates for signatures of absentee ballots remained largely the same [,]” (emphasis in original) and that the lower overall rejection rate was largely due to elimination by the State legislature of certain absentee voter restrictions. Georgia’s Opposition to Texas’s Motion for Leave to File Bill of Complaint and Its Motion for Preliminary Relief (Georgia’s Opposition), p. 4.

Accordingly, all Mr. Paxton’s requests for mandatory relief were procedurally in the nature of motions for preliminary injunction and will be so treated here. “The standard for a preliminary injunction is essentially the same as for a permanent injunction with the exception that the plaintiff must have a likelihood of success on the merits rather than actual success.” Winter v. NRDC, 555 U.S. 7, 32 (2008), (quoting Amoco Production Co. v. Gambell, 480 U.S. 531, 546, n. 12 (1987).

b. Applicable legal standards for judging plaintiff’s requested relief

“A preliminary injunction is an extraordinary remedy never awarded as of right.” Winter, 555 U.S. at 24. “In exercising their sound discretion, courts of equity should pay particular regard for the public consequences in employing the extraordinary remedy of injunction.” Id., (quoting Weinberger v. Romero-Barcello, 456 U.S. 305, 312 (1982). Where one State is seeking an injunction against another State, the plaintiff State has a “much greater” burden than “in an ordinary suit between private parties... [T]he threatened invasion of rights must be of serious magnitude and it must be established
by clear and convincing evidence.” *New York v. New Jersey*, 256 U.S. 296, 309 (1921)

The Supreme Court has described the four traditional factors applicable to preliminary injunctions as follows: “A plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction must establish that he is likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief, that the balance of equities tips in his favor, and that the injunction is in the public interest.” *Winter*, 555 U.S. at 20.

While likelihood of success on the merits and irreparable injury are usually the “most critical” factors, *Nken v. Holder*, 556 U.S. 418, 434 (2009), where a proposed preliminary injunction is against a government defendant and would cause serious harm to the public interest, the relative importance of the factors is reversed – the balance of the equities between the parties and the public interest are given greater weight. “[E]ven if plaintiffs have shown irreparable injury from the Navy’s training exercises, any such injury is outweighed by the public interest and the Navy’s interest in effective, realistic training of its sailors. A proper consideration of these factors alone requires denial of the requested injunctive relief. For the same reason, we do not address the lower courts’ holding that plaintiffs have also established a likelihood of success on the merits.” *Winter*, 555 U.S. at 23-24.

Indeed, where the balance of equities strongly favored a government defendant and the public interest was seriously threatened by a preliminary injunction, the Court held it was an “abuse of discretion” for the District Court to have issued an injunction, *id.*, at 33, (even assuming that plaintiff had shown irreparable injury and a likelihood of success. *Id.*, at 22.)

c. Texas’s likelihood of success on merits

While Mr. Paxton’s complaint alleged three federal claims – the Constitution’s Electors Clause, Art. II, Sect., 1, Cl. 2, the 1st Amendment Equal Protection Clause, and the 14th Amendment Due Process Clause, Comp. pp. 3, 36-39, Mr. Paxton’s motion for preliminary injunction relied solely on the Electors Clause claim as the basis for arguing that Texas had a likelihood of success on the merits. Motion for P.I., pp. 3-5, 26-29.

Texas’s claim analytically rested on four arguments, all of which Mr. Paxton was required to establish to state a valid claim for relief: 1) each State defendant had extensively violated its own State’s ballot integrity laws, Comp., pp. 1-3, 13-36, Brief, pp. 3-29; 2) the alleged State law violations contravened the Electors Clause, Motion for P.I., p. 26; 3) the violations of the Electors Clause applied to so many votes that they made it impossible to
tell who had legitimately won the election, Comp., pp. 2, 8, 14, 20, 24; and
4) 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 authorized each defendant State’s legislature “to appoint
a new set of presidential electors ... or to appoint no presidential electors at
all.” Comp., p. 40, paragraph E.

Texas did not establish a likelihood of success as to any of these components
of its claim for relief, let alone all of them. Most egregiously, its claim that 3
U.S.C. Sect. 2 authorized State legislatures to replace electors chosen in a
completed election because of a post-election legal dispute is completely
unfounded.

i. Alleged violations of State laws

State defendants vigorously disputed Texas’s allegations that their executive
and judicial officials’ actions had violated State laws. Compare, e.g., Comp.,
pp. 30-32 with Response to Motion for Leave to File Bill of Complaint and to
Motion for Preliminary Injunction and Temporary Restraining Order
[Wisconsin], (Wisconsin’s Response), pp. 29-30 (drop boxes); Comp., pp.
26-27 with Michigan Brief, pp. 13-15 (signature verification). Moreover,
even before Mr. Paxton filed this suit, many of the same claims that Texas
made here had already been rejected by State and federal courts. See
Opposition to Motion for Leave to File Bill of Complaint and Motion for
Preliminary Injunction, Temporary Restraining Order, or Stay [Pennsylvania]
(Pennsylvania’s Opposition) pp. 3-5; Georgia’s Opposition, pp. 6-7; and
Michigan Brief, pp. 5-7. 10-12.

Further, it is each defendant State’s election officials, its attorneys, and its
State court judges – not the lawyers supporting the Trump Campaign and
the Texas Attorney General’s Office – who are the experts in understanding
how their own election systems operate and interpreting their own State’s
election laws. Each of the above factors undercuts Mr. Paxton’s claim that
Texas had a likelihood of success in showing that defendants’ actions
extensively violated State election law.

ii. Alleged violations of Electors Clause

Mr. Paxton’s argument under the Electors Clause is essentially that the
Clause gives State legislatures plenary authority to determine their own
State’s rules for presidential elections and, because State and local election
officials and State court judges in defendant States had allegedly engaged in
systemic violations of their States’s ballot integrity laws, they violated the
Electors Clause. See Comp., pp. 3, 10; Brief, pp. 24-29.
Because Texas’s Electors Clause claim depended on having first shown that defendants’ conduct violated State election law, it had no more likelihood of success on the merits than its arguments that defendants had extensively violated State law. As indicated above, Texas did not make such a showing.

As to the Electors Clause claim itself, Mr. Paxton cited no Supreme Court or other judicial precedent holding that systemic violation of State election law constitutes a violation of the federal Constitution’s Electors Clause. Instead, he relied on Chief Justice Rehnquist’s concurrence in *Bush v. Gore*, 531 U.S. 98, 113 (2000): “A significant departure from the legislative scheme for appointing Presidential electors presents a federal constitutional question.”

Thus, even if the Court were to have adopted the reasoning in Chief Justice Rehnquist’s concurrence, for Mr. Paxton to have shown an Electors Clause violation, it would have been necessary to show not only that each State had violated its own election laws, but also that the violations constituted a “significant departure from the legislative scheme for appointing Presidential electors [.]”

Moreover, though not acknowledged by Mr. Paxton, under the concurrence, Texas’s burden of showing that defendants had violated the Electors Clause would have been much heavier. The Court would have been required to give deference to the very State election officials and judges whose conduct plaintiff was challenging as illegal. The Rehnquist concurrence stated that: “[w]ith respect to a Presidential election, the court must be both mindful of the legislature’s role under Article II and deferential to those bodies expressly empowered by the legislature to carry out its constitutional mandate.” (Emphasis added) *Id.*, at 114.

The same need for deference to State election officials cited by Chief Justice Rehnquist is applicable here. State defendants pointed out that their election officials had authority delegated to them by their respective legislatures to interpret and apply State election laws and that their official determinations under those laws were entitled to judicial deference. See Wisconsin’s Response, pp. 23-26; Georgia’s Opposition, pp. 1, 3; and Michigan’s Brief, p. 30. The very deference to State election officials’ actions that Chief Justice Rehnquist said the Electors Clause required undermined Mr. Paxton’s claim that Texas had a likelihood of success on its essential Electors Clause claim.

### iii. Alleged impossibility of “knowing who legitimately won the 2020 election”

Mr. Paxton contended that the States’ alleged violations of their ballot integrity laws unconstitutionally and “proximately caused the appointment of
presidential electors for former Vice President Biden [...]”, Comp., p. 14, and “preclude knowing who legitimately won the 2020 election [...]” Motion for Leave to File Bill of Complaint (Motion to File Complaint), p. 2. The reason Mr. Paxton urged the Court to issue an injunction preventing defendants’ electors from voting in the electoral college and to enable legislatures to replace defendant States’ electors was “[t]o safeguard public legitimacy... and restore public trust in the presidential elections[.]” Comp., p. 2.

Mr. Paxton’s contention that defendants’ violations of their respective States’ ballot integrity laws were so extensive that they precluded knowing whether Mr. Biden legitimately won depended on plaintiff’s having shown a likelihood of success in its predicate arguments: that the defendants had extensively violated their own laws and, if the Court adopted the Rehnquist concurrence, that these violations contravened the Electors Clause under the concurrence’s standards. As described above, Texas did not show a likelihood of success on these foundational arguments. Accordingly, it did not show a likelihood of success on its claim that it was not possible to know whether Mr. Biden had legitimately won.

iv. Alleged authority of State legislatures under 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2

The key relief Texas sought was to enjoin State defendants’ appointed electors from voting in the Electoral College, Comp., p. 40, paragraph F, and to direct each defendant’s legislature “to appoint a new set of presidential electors ... or to appoint no presidential electors at all.” Comp. p. 40, paragraph E. Mr. Paxton alleged that defendant State legislatures had the statutory authority to appoint replacement electors “pursuant to 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2.” Id., paragraph E.

Mr. Paxton’s sole arguments for his far-reaching claim as to the scope of Section 2 were a partial quotation from Section 2 and a conclusory assertion that plaintiff’s characterization of the broad reach of Section 2 is what Congress intended. Mr. Paxton stated: “With all unlawful votes discounted, the election result is an open question this Court must answer. Under 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2, the State legislatures may answer the question [...]” Brief, p. 25. “When a State fails to conduct a valid election – for any reason – the electors may be appointed on a subsequent day in such manner as the legislature of such State may direct.’ 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2. (Emphasis added)” Brief, p. 5.

Mr. Paxton ignored Section 2’s language, purpose and legislative history. In fact, Section 2 provides in its entirety: “Whenever any State has held an election for the purpose of choosing electors, and has failed to make a
choice on the day prescribed by law, the electors may be appointed on a subsequent day in such manner as the legislature of such State may direct.” (What was codified in 1948 as 3 U.S.C. Sect 2, 62 Stat. 672, was originally enacted as part of the Act of January 23, 1845, Chapt. 1, 5 Stat. 721 (1845), “An Act to establish a uniform time for holding elections for electors of President and Vice President.”)

Contrary to Mr. Paxton’s assertion, Section 2 says nothing whatsoever about its being applicable “when a State fails to conduct a valid election,” let alone when it “fails to conduct a valid election - for any reason.” The critical statutory language that does define the scope of the legislature’s appointment authority under Section 2 is what comes before the clause plaintiff quoted. Section 2 applies only when a State “has failed to make a choice on the day prescribed by law [.]”

Here, not only had each State defendant “held an election... on the day prescribed by law”, but, in the words of Section 2, it had made a “choice” between the two candidates on that day. Each defendant State had completed its election process, counted, and sometimes recounted the votes, and determined who had won. Moreover, although the losing candidate’s campaign had brought multiple, post-election lawsuits that attacked the voters’ “choice,” State and federal courts had rejected those suits, Republican and Democratic State leaders had defended the legitimacy of their States’s elections, and Georgia, Michigan and Pennsylvania had certified their State’ election results. Because each defendant State had made a “choice” between the two candidates on election day, Section 2 was plainly inapplicable.

The notion that a post-election dispute over the validity of the “choice” that was made on election day means that no “choice” was made on election day defies fact and logic and is indefensible. Mr. Paxton reads Section 2 as if Congress had written that it applied not only whenever a State has “failed to make a choice [of electors] on [election day],” but also whenever “the choice made by a State on election day may later be determined not to have been consistent with State law.”

But Section 2 says no such thing. Section 2’s language on its face shows that it only applies when the voters did not complete choosing between the candidates on “the day prescribed by law.”. It says nothing about authorizing State legislatures to appoint electors when there is a post-election dispute about who won. By omitting the key language from his quotation of Section 2 and mischaracterizing what the statutory language actually says, Mr. Paxton was deceptive and dishonest with the Court.
The legislative history reveals specifically what Congress intended by a “fail[ure] to make a choice on the day prescribed by law [.]” What has been codified as 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 was initially inserted as a proviso to a bill to require a uniform nationwide date for presidential elections. Cong. Globe, 28th Cong., 2d Sess., Dec. 11, 1844, p. 21, Cong Record ID: CG-1844-1211. It was added to address the problem raised by Representative John Parker Hale that in those States where “a majority of all the votes cast were required to elect the electors of President and Vice President of the United States... it might so happen that no choice might be made on election day, because no candidate might receive a majority of the votes." Id., Dec. 9, 1844, p. 14, Cong. Record ID: CG – 1844-1209. Thus, Section 2’s purpose was narrow: to enable any State that had a majority-win legal requirement to determine other means for selecting electors if no candidate had won a majority of the votes cast on election day.

The Supreme Court has reached this very conclusion in determining Congress’s purpose in enacting the parallel statutory provision applying to “failure to elect [Congressmen] at the time prescribed by law,” 2 U.S.C. Sect. 8. Based on the legislative history of 2 U.S.C. Sect. 8, the Court found that Congress’s purpose there was only to allow States to hold a post-election run-off where State law required a majority vote to be elected and “no candidate receives a majority vote on federal election day [.]” Foster v. Love, 522 U.S. 67, 71 n.3 (1997).

Given the absence of any precedent interpreting 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2, the parallel applicability of 2 U.S.C. Sect. 8 to congressional elections and the virtually identical statutory purpose shown by their respective legislative histories, Foster confirms that Mr. Paxton’s claim that 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 applies “whenever a State fails to conduct a valid election – for any reason” was wholly unfounded.

Mr. Paxton never suggested that any of the four defendant States required a presidential candidate to win a majority to be elected nor that failure to meet such a requirement was its basis for invoking the legislatures’ authority to appoint electors under Section 2. 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 has no applicability whatsoever to this case. Mr. Paxton’s position that 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 authorizes State legislatures to replace State-appointed electors even though the elections were completed on election day had no basis in law.

d. Texas’s likelihood of irreparable injury

Texas’s claim of irreparable injury was essentially that Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan and Wisconsin had violated the interest of Texas and its citizens in having the 2020 presidential election conducted constitutionally.
Motion for P.I., p. 32. Specifically, Texas stated that it had an “interest in ensuring that the selection of a President – any President – is legitimate [,]” Comp., p. 1, and that defendants’ alleged violations of State ballot security protection laws and the Electors Clause “preclude knowing who legitimately won the 2020 election.” Motion to File Complaint, p. 2. It was purported to protect this interest that Mr. Paxton asked the Court to preliminarily enjoin the defendant States from having their electors vote in the Electoral College and remand to the defendants’ legislatures, authorizing them to appoint new electors to replace the electors appointed pursuant to the certified election results or to appoint no electors. Comp., p. 40, paragraph E.

Thus, Mr. Paxton’s claim that Texas would be “likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief,” Winter, 555 U.S. at 20, depended on the premises that: 1) the election had extensively violated State election laws; 2) those State law violations violated the Electors Clause; and 3) on the facts of this case, 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 gave State legislatures the authority to appoint replacement electors.

As indicated above, Mr. Paxton did not demonstrate a likelihood that each State defendant had engaged in such extensive violations of State election laws that it was impossible to know who legitimately had won. Nor did he show that State defendants’ conduct violated the Electors Clause, especially in light of the Rehnquist concurrence’s requirement that the Court give deference to the actions of State election officials. And Mr. Paxton utterly failed to show that 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 had any applicability where, as here, defendant States had completed their elections on election day and had already chosen the winner. Mr. Paxton’s claim that 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 applied to this situation was contrary to Section 2’s language, purpose and legislative history. Mr. Paxton’s claim under 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 was without any basis in law or fact.

In short, Texas failed to show a likelihood of suffering irreparable injury.

**e. Irreparable injury to defendants and balance of equities**

In contrast to Mr. Paxton’s failure to show that Texas would likely suffer irreparable injury if the injunction had been denied, the relief Mr. Paxton sought would have caused defendants Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan and Wisconsin to have suffered two certain, immense and irreparable injuries.

First, the injunction Mr. Paxton sought would have nullified the defendants’ *parens patriae* interest in protecting their citizens’ constitutional right to have their votes counted. His injunction would have effectively disenfranchised more than 20 million qualified citizens in these four States
who had voted in the 2020 presidential election by prohibiting their votes from being counted in the Electoral College – where their votes mattered most - and, instead, turning over the selection of electors to State legislatures controlled by the losing candidate’s party.

The Court has recognized that “the Constitution of the United States protects the right of all qualified citizens to vote ... in federal .... elections.” *Reynolds v. Sims*, 377 U.S. 533, 554 (1964). Indeed, “‘the political franchise of voting [is] a fundamental political right, because [it is] preservative of all other rights’”. *Id.*, at 512 (quoting *Yick Wo v. Hopkins*, 118 U.S. 356, 370 (1886).

Moreover, the constitutional right to vote includes not only the right to cast a ballot but also the right to have the ballot counted in determining which candidate wins an election. “Obviously included within the right to choose, secured by the Constitution, is the right of qualified voters within a State to cast their ballots and have them counted [.]” (Emphasis added) *Reynolds*, 377 U.S. at 555 (quoting *United States v. Classic*, 313 U.S. 299, 315 (1941).

“The right to vote freely for the candidate of one’s choice is of the essence of democratic society, and any restrictions on that right strike at the heart of representative government.” *Reynolds*, 377 U.S. at 556. It is hard to imagine any State suffering a greater irreparable injury than having its millions of qualified citizens’ votes for President excluded from being counted in the Electoral College, where they would be decisive in determining who would be the next President of the United States.

Second, defendant States have a vitally important direct interest in having their federal statutory right to a “safe harbor” in selecting their electors to the Electoral College be protected. 3 U.S.C. Sect. 5 guarantees that where any State timely, and in accordance with State law, makes a final determination of which electors to appoint to the Electoral College, “such determination ... shall be conclusive, and shall govern in the counting of the electoral votes as provided in the Constitution [.]” (Emphasis added)

Defendants Michigan, Pennsylvania and Georgia satisfied the “safe harbor” requirements.  See Michigan Brief, p.5, Pennsylvania’s Opposition, p. 3, and Georgia’s Opposition, pp. 1, 27. Mr. Paxton’s arguments would have required the Supreme Court to flout this vital statutory protection intended to prevent interference with a complying State’s authority to select its own electors and thereby determine which presidential candidate would receive its electoral votes.
Weighing Texas’s unlikelihood of suffering irreparable injury if the injunction had been denied against the certain and immense injury to Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin and their millions of qualified voters if the injunction had been granted, the balance of equities was strongly in favor of the defendants.

**f. Public Interest**

The Supreme Court has recognized that there is a “public interest in orderly elections”, *Benisek v. Lamone*, 585 U.S. __, 138 S. Ct. 1942, 1944 (2018) and in avoiding “a chaotic and disruptive effect upon the electoral process.” *Fishman v. Schaffer*, 429 U.S. 1325, 1330 (1976). The Court has also emphasized that: “[i]n exercising their sound discretion, courts of equity should pay particular regard for the public consequences of employing the extraordinary remedy of injunction.” *Winter*, 555 U.S. at 24. Moreover, underlying these public interests, qualified voters have a constitutional right to “have [their ballots] counted []” *Reynolds*, 377 U.S. at 555.

Enjoining the four defendant States from having their votes counted and reflected in the Electoral College would have violated the fundamental constitutional interest of their more than 20 million qualified voters to have their votes counted. Enjoining defendant States’ legislatures to appoint their own electors for the Electoral College or none at all would have overridden the “safe harbor” law, 3 U.S.C. Sect. 5, under which States’ timely determination of their own electors is “conclusive” and “shall govern in the counting of the electoral votes []”

To have enjoined defendant States’ electors from voting in the Electoral College and enabled State legislatures controlled by the losing candidate’s party to have reversed the State-certified determination of winners would have had a profoundly “chaotic and disruptive effect,” not only on Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan and Wisconsin, but in the United States as a whole.

The long, intense and divisive presidential campaign had finally come to an end with a clear margin of victory for the winner a month before Attorney General Paxton filed suit. State and federal courts had repeatedly rejected the Trump Campaign’s attacks on the election’s legitimacy. Mr. Trump’s own Department of Justice, after investigation, had determined that there was no basis for invalidating the election’s results. The nation’s top election cybersecurity experts had stated that “[t]he November 3rd election was the most secure in American history.” All States had counted, and virtually all had certified, the results, notwithstanding coercive pressures on certain States to undermine them.
Summarily reversing the election results, as Mr. Paxton sought, would have caused unimaginable chaos and disruption to Americans’ trust in the fairness of our democratic political system, to our respect for the rule of law, and to our social stability. As the Third Circuit held in the case in which the Trump Campaign sought to set aside 1.5 million mail-in ballots in Pennsylvania, *Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. v. Secretary Commonwealth of Pennsylvania*, No. 20-3371, ___ F. 3d ___, ___ (Nov. 27, 2020): “tossing out millions of mail-in ballots would be drastic and unprecedented, disenfranchising a huge swath of the electorate [.]” *Id.* Slip Op. at 3. “[R]elief would not serve the public interest. Democracy depends on counting all lawful votes promptly and finally, not setting them aside without weighty proof. The public must have confidence that our Government honors and respects their votes.” *Id.*, at 20.

Mr. Paxton’s efforts to overturn the 2020 presidential election results would have, as the Supreme Court recognized in *Reynolds*, struck the heart of our democracy. Given the drastic impact the injunction would have had - not only on the four defendant States, but on our entire nation - the public interest weighed overwhelmingly in favor of denying the injunction.

g. No basis for relief under Preliminary Injunction Standards

There is no basis, and indeed no precedent, for supporting the relief requested in Mr. Paxton’s complaint. Even in *Winter*, where there was less direct and immediate threat to the public interest, the Court concluded that the public interest and balance of equities were so strongly in favor of defendants that it was not a “close question” that the motion for a preliminary injunction must be denied. The preliminary injunction was precluded based on those two factors alone, even assuming that plaintiff had satisfied the other two factors, irreparable injury and success on the merits. 555 U.S. at 26, 33 and n. 5. The Court held that the District Court’s granting of the preliminary injunction was an “abuse of discretion.” *Id.*, at 33 and n. 65. Mr. Paxton’s request for relief was even more unfounded than that in *Winter*.

Here there was no reason to assume that Texas had shown a likelihood of success on the merits and irreparable injury. For the reasons given above, it had not. Mr. Paxton’s request for relief failed to satisfy any of the four requirements for a preliminary injunction. Beyond that, if the relief Mr. Paxton sought had been granted, the actual harm to the public interest in preserving American democracy would have been even greater than the potential risk to national security that the Court found required denying the injunction in *Winter*. 
Nor would the devastating impact of Mr. Paxton’s injunction have ceased in a short time. No, the injunction Mr. Paxton sought would have usurped the presidency for the next four years – a shocking judicial precedent casting doubt on whether truly democratic presidential elections would ever have been restored in America. Mr. Paxton had no basis for the relief he requested.

B. Post-Supreme Court Statements: Call to Thwart Lawful Congressional Certification of Electoral College Vote

Starting on January 3, 2021, Mr. Paxton began a series of tweets and retweets on his official Texas Attorney General Twitter account urging people to join him in Washington, D.C. on January 6 to demonstrate that the publicly announced 2020 presidential election results were wrong and must not be accepted, and to support Donald Trump.

Mr. Paxton’s tweets and retweets included: a) January 3 – “Confirmed: Join me and @realDonaldTrump in Washington D.C. this Wednesday, January 6th. All Patriots need to be present to stand with President Trump. Register at Trumpmarch.com. #MarchForTrump #election 2020 #StopTheSteal #Trump #MAGA #Electoral College” [Tweet]; b) January 5 - “Someday they will say that on Jan. 6, 2021 ‘some people did a thing’...those people were Patriots and what they did was save a nation.” [Retweet]; c) January 5 – “He [VP Mike Pence] must just not accept them that’s period we don’t want it delayed we just don’t want him to accept the votes as they are.” (Emphasis added) [Retweet]; and d) January 6 – “Americans are here in Washington to stand up and support the President. A lot of voters, as well as myself, believe something went wrong in this election. I’m here to support @realDonaldTrump #MarchToSaveAmerica.” [Tweet]; https://twitter.com/kenpaxton?lang=en

On the morning of January 6, 2021, Mr. Paxton was interviewed by Fox News on “Fox & Friends”. The interview is described as “Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton joins ‘Fox & Friends’ ahead of Congress [sic] joint session to vote on certification[.]” Mr. Paxton was asked: “What can we expect” from the 11 a.m. rally at which Trump will speak and the 1 p.m. congressional session on certification of the Electoral College? Mr. Paxton explained that he thought that many people are coming because they feel “something went really wrong” in the election. Since the votes are to be certified today, “they feel like this may be their last chance [to] stand up and ... do whatever they can do to [object.]” The interviewer then asked: “Is this more therapy or is there a legal challenge?” Mr. Paxton replied: “I
don’t know. *The challenge is whether you have enough Representatives, whether Senate or House, to not certify parts of the election; that’s really what’s going on today.*” (Emphasis added) https://video.foxnews.com

That is, Mr. Paxton’s purpose in urging people to participate in the January 6 march and rally outside the Capitol was to pressure Vice President Pence and members of Congress not to certify the electoral votes of certain States Mr. Trump had lost, so Congress would choose Mr. Trump as the next President instead of carrying out its constitutional duty to certify the electors’ votes cast for Mr. Biden.

At 1:00 p.m. on January 6, the House and Senate were meeting for the purpose of counting each State’s electoral votes, as mandated by the Constitution’s Art. II, Sect. 1, Cl. 2 and 3 U.S.C. Sect. 15. Under these provisions, Senators and Representatives had a constitutional and statutory duty to certify the electors who had been lawfully selected by their States. Because Congress did not reject the lawfulness of any State’s selection of electors, the Senators and Representatives were constitutionally and statutorily obligated to count the votes of all States’ electors. The Electors Clause itself mandates that the “President of the Senate shall … open all the certificates [of electors] and the votes shall then be counted[.]” Art. II, Sect. 1, Cl. 2; See 3 U.S.C. Sect. 15.

Later in the morning of January 6, Mr. Paxton gave a short speech at the White House Rally to the crowd about to march to the Capitol:

“‘What we have in President Trump is a fighter. And I think that’s why we’re all here,’ Paxton said. ‘We will not quit fighting. We’re Texans, we’re Americans, and the fight will go on.”


As evidenced by his tweets, retweets, Fox interview and speech, Mr. Paxton was calling for marchers to pressure Senators and Representatives not to certify certain States’ lawfully designated electors. His purpose was to overturn the election’s legitimate results.

But there was no constitutionally or statutorily valid basis for preventing the counting of any State’s electoral votes. The members of Congress had a constitutional and statutory duty to count the votes of all States’ electors to confirm that Mr. Biden had won the Electoral College. In clear disregard of the law, Mr. Paxton was urging the marchers to pressure the members to
violate their fundamental constitutional and statutory duty by abandoning their obligation to count all of the electoral votes.

II. Mr. Paxton’s Conduct Violated the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct

A. Mr. Paxton’s Conduct Violated TDRPC 3.01: Meritorious Claims and Contentions - Frivolousness

Rule 3.01 provides in pertinent part as follows:

A lawyer shall not bring or defend a proceeding, or assert or controvert an issue therein, unless the lawyer reasonably believes that there is a basis for doing so that is not frivolous.

Comment 2. A filing or assertion is frivolous ... if the lawyer is unable to make a good faith argument that the action taken is consistent with existing law or that it may be supported by a good faith argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law.

1. Standing to Sue

The concept of standing to sue that Mr. Paxton urged the Supreme Court to adopt flew in the face of the Electors Clause and the bedrock constitutional principle of each State’s sovereignty within our federal system. Beyond that, if such standing were allowed, the time it would take to adjudicate various States’ challenges to other States’ election results would cause chaos in the American legal and political system. Allowing such lawsuits would predictably have made it impossible to comply with the statutorily and constitutionally mandated dates for completing the process of selecting and inaugurating a duly elected President. The standing Mr. Paxton sought would have been a prescription for an autocratic President to perpetuate his power indefinitely against the will of the voters. See pp. 3-5, above.

Mr. Paxton’s claim of standing was frivolous under Rule 3.01. It had no basis in existing law, nor did he provide any good faith basis for modifying or reversing existing law to adopt it. Moreover, Mr. Paxton’s claim of standing would predictably have caused cataclysmic damage to American democracy and the rule of law. Mr. Paxton’s claim of standing was indefensible.

2. Claims that Biden’s Probability of Winning Was Less Than 1 in a Quadrillion
Mr. Paxton’s assertions to the Court that statistical analysis showed that Mr. Biden’s chances of legitimately winning the election were infinitesimal had no basis in fact. Mr. Paxton’s claim that his expert’s comparison of pre- and post-3 a.m. November 4th voting results showed that Mr. Biden’s “probability of ... winning ... is less than 1 in 1,000,000,000,000,000” grossly misrepresented what his expert, Dr. Charles J. Cicchetti, had found. What Dr. Cicchetti had concluded was only that there would have been such a tiny likelihood of Mr. Biden’s winning if the pre- and post-3 a.m. voters had been “randomly drawn from the same population.” Mr. Paxton provided no evidence to support the key assumption that the early and later counted voters came from the “same population.” That assumption was unfounded and contrary to fact.

Similarly, Mr. Paxton’s assertion that a statistical comparison of the results of the 2016 Clinton-Trump election with the 2020 Biden-Trump election showed “[t]he same less than one in a quadrillion statistical improbability of Mr. Biden’s winning” had no basis in fact. This conclusion was based on Dr. Cicchetti’s having admittedly made two assumptions: that “similar populations of voters [had supported] the two Democratic candidates” and that “other things were the same” in the Biden and Clinton elections.

Mr. Paxton provided no evidence to support these assumptions, and certainly the latter had no basis in fact. Indeed, as Harvard University Professor and election data expert Stephen Ansolabelhere noted, to base a probability estimate on the assumption that the relevant factors were the same in the 2020 and 2016 presidential elections was “comical”. See pp. 5-9, above.

There was no basis in fact for Mr. Paxton’s assertions that the probability of Mr. Biden’s winning the election was “less than 1 in a quadrillion”. Because he did not have any reasonable basis for believing that such assertions were legitimate and supported by the facts, Mr. Paxton’s probability assertions to the Supreme Court violated Rule 3.01.

3. Claim for Relief: Preliminary Injunction Against Counting State Defendants’ Electors and For Appointing Replacement Electors

The principal relief Mr. Paxton sought – preventing sovereign States from casting their votes in the Electoral College and directing State legislatures to appoint replacement electors or have none at all - was designed to overturn the will of 159 million American citizens who voted in what experts described
as the most secure election in American history. Mr. Paxton offered no precedent for this profoundly anti-democratic relief because there was none.

The relief Mr. Paxton sought would have caused devastation to America’s fundamental, constitutional system for presidential elections. It would have eviscerated the American people’s trust in our democracy. It would have established a judicial precedent that could have prevented our ever returning to the norm of democratic presidential elections.

While a plaintiff must usually establish all four traditional factors to warrant a preliminary injunction, where a proposed injunction is against a government defendant and would cause serious harm, the balance of the equities and the public interest are given prime importance. Winter, 555 U.S. at 22-24, 33. Here, Texas did not meet any of the four requirements for a preliminary injunction, let alone all of them. See pp. 9-21, above. But, even if it had met the first two factors, the balance of equities was so strongly in defendants’ favor and the public interest was so obviously undermined by overturning the election results that there was no legal or equitable basis for granting the relief.

Mr. Paxton’s claim, to use the Supreme Court to overturn the results of the presidential election, was not consistent with existing law, nor was it supportable or “supported by a[ny] good faith argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law.” Mr. Paxton’s claim for relief was “frivolous” in violation of Rule 3.01.

B. Mr. Paxton’s Conduct Violated Rule 3.03: Knowingly False Statements of Law or Material Fact to a Court

Rule 3.03 provides in pertinent part:

(a) A lawyer shall not knowingly:

(1) Make a false statement of material fact or law to a tribunal. [The Rules’ “Terminology” defines “Tribunal” as including “courts.”]

Comment 3. Legal argument based on a knowingly false representation of law constitutes dishonesty toward the tribunal.

1. Claim That Biden’s Probability of Winning Less Than 1 in 1,000,000,000,000,000: Pre-Post 3 a.m. Comparison

Mr. Paxton’s statement to the Court that: “[t]he probability of former Vice President Biden winning the popular vote in [each of] the four Defendant States = Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin ... given President
Trump’s early lead in those States as of 3 a.m. on November 4, 2020, is less than one in a quadrillion, or 1 in 1,000,000,000,000,000”, was a knowingly false statement of material fact. The expert whose analysis Mr. Paxton invoked never said unconditionally that there was a “less than a one in a quadrillion” chance that Mr. Biden would have won based on the pre- and post- 3 a.m. comparison. The expert only said that Biden’s chances would have been so low if the pre-and post-3 a.m. votes had been “randomly drawn from the same population.” See pp. 6-8, above.

But this assumption was unfounded and contrary to fact. It had been widely reported for weeks before the election that Trump voters were heavily going to vote in person and Biden voters heavily by mail. Since in-person votes are typically counted earlier and mail-in votes later, the pre-and-post 3 a.m. votes were categorically not "randomly drawn from the same population." As the lead attorney for the plaintiff, Mr. Paxton would have known that his key expert never asserted unconditionally that Mr. Biden’s chance of winning was “less than 1 in 1,000,000,000,000,000,” but that this estimate was based entirely on an assumption, an assumption that was unfounded and contrary to fact.

Mr. Paxton would have known that if he had truthfully stated to the Court what the expert had actually said, it would have undermined the estimate’s validity because its underlying assumption was without factual basis. Instead, Mr. Paxton omitted the assumption and misrepresented what the expert had concluded, asserting unconditionally that Mr. Biden’s chance of winning was “less than 1 in 1,000,000,000,000,000”.

Mr. Paxton’s statement was “material” to his case because he relied heavily on it to cast doubt on whether Mr. Biden had legitimately won the election. Casting that doubt was important to support plaintiff’s alleged need for the injunctive relief he sought.

Mr. Paxton’s knowingly false statement of material fact to the Court that, based on the pre/post 3 a.m. comparison, the probability that Mr. Biden would win the popular vote in the four defendant States was “less than one in a quadrillion” violated Rule 3.03(a)(3).

Mr. Paxton’s statement to the Court that “when a State fails to conduct a valid election – for any reason – ‘the electors may be appointed on a subsequent day in such manner as the legislature of such State may direct’ 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 (Emphasis added)” was a knowingly false statement of law. 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 applies only when a State has failed to complete its presidential election on election day, and then, only where a State law requires that to win, a presidential candidate must win a majority of votes, and no candidate won a majority on election day. See pp. 14-16, above.

In his above partial quotation of 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2, Mr. Paxton omitted the key statutory language that narrowed its applicability and made it inapplicable to situations like this one, in which the defendant States had completed their elections on election day. This self-serving omission of statutory language could not have been by accident: the relevant statutory words that were omitted appear immediately before the words Mr. Paxton quoted. The omission of the narrowing language can only have been knowing and intentional. As the lead attorney for Texas, Mr. Paxton would have known that this statement misrepresented what the statute said, but creating this misrepresentation was critical to his assertion that there was a legal basis for State legislatures to appoint replacement electors – a claim central to the relief he was seeking.

Mr. Paxton’s statement that 3 U.S.C. Sect. 2 applies “when a State fails to conduct a valid election – for any reason” was knowingly false. By making this knowingly false statement of law to the Court, Mr. Paxton violated Rule 3.03(a)(1).

C. Mr. Paxton Violated Rule 8.04(a)(3): “Engag[ing] in Conduct Involving Dishonesty, Deceit or Misrepresentation”

Rule 8.04(a)(3) provides in pertinent part:

(a) A lawyer shall not:

(3) Engage in conduct involving dishonesty... deceit or misrepresentation.

Mr. Paxton violated Rule 8.04(a)(3)’s prohibition against dishonest, deceitful or misrepresentative conduct by his “knowingly ... false statements” of law and material facts to the Supreme Court. See pp. 5-6, 14-16, above. We incorporate by reference the same reasons given on pages 25-27, above for violations of Rule 3.03 as the reasons for Mr. Paxton’s having also violated Rule 8.04(a)(3).
D. Mr. Paxton Violated Rule 8.04(a)(12): Conduct Violating Other Texas Laws - Oath to Support the Constitution

When Mr. Paxton urged people to come to Washington, D.C. on January 6 to march on the Capitol to support then-President Trump’s efforts to overturn the election, he was not just calling for an ordinary political demonstration. He was urging the marchers to pressure Representatives and Senators not to carry out their constitutional duty to count all States’ electors’ votes in the Electoral College. See pp. 21-23, above.

In doing so, Mr. Paxton was not supporting the Constitution: he was attacking it. Mr. Paxton was attacking one of the most fundamental pillars of American constitutional democracy: the impartial conduct of congressional certification of the Electoral College vote to select the next President of the United States of America.

Texas Law, Texas Government Code, Title 2, Chapter 82, Sect. 82.037(1), requires all lawyers licensed by the State of Texas, including Mr. Paxton, to take an oath to “support the constitution of the United States [.]” By urging the marchers to thwart Congress’s carrying out its constitutionally and statutorily mandated process for certifying electors and selecting the presidential winner, Mr. Paxton violated the Texas law requiring him to “support the Constitution” and thereby violated Rule 8.04(a)(12).

By his conduct, Mr. Paxton was not honoring his sacred lawyer’s oath to support the Constitution: he was defiling it. By urging the marchers to fight against America’s critical constitutional process for the peaceful transfer of presidential power, Mr. Paxton was striking a dagger at the heart of American constitutional democracy.

Conclusion

Mr. Paxton has engaged in a pattern of serious violations of the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct. These include: making “frivolous” claims of law and fact to the Supreme Court in violation of Rule 3.01; making “knowingly … false statement[s] of material fact or law” to the Court in violation of Rule 3.03; “engag[ing] in conduct involving dishonesty… deceit or misrepresentation” in violation of Rule 8(a)(3); and violating his lawyer’s oath to “support the Constitution” in violation of Texas law and Rule 8(a)(12).
By these actions, Attorney General Paxton, the highest law officer of the State of Texas, has brought dishonor to his fellow Texas lawyers and to the legal profession. After investigation, if the allegations in this complaint are validated, Mr. Paxton should be suspended from the practice of law or be permanently disbarred.
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Former Adjunct Professor, St. Mary’s University Law School
State Bar Number 09048500

/s/ John R. Jones
Founding Chair, Texas Access to Justice Commission
Past Director, Texas Young Lawyers Association
Past Director, El Paso Bar Association
State Bar Number: 10919500

/s/ Mario Lewis
Former General Counsel, International Boundary and Water Commission
Former General Counsel, Legal Services Corporation
Senior Attorney, Army Audit Agency
State Bar Number: 12300200

/s/ W. Frank Newton
Past President, State Bar of Texas
Former Dean, Texas Tech School of Law
Former Professor, Baylor University School of Law
State Bar Number: 00000072

/s/ Richard Pena
Past President and Director, State Bar of Texas
American Bar Association, Board of Governors
Past President Austin Bar Association  
State Bar Number: 00000073

/s/ Larry Sauer  
Former Chair, State Bar Section on Individual Rights and Responsibilities  
State Bar Number: 17674000

/s/ Robert Sohns  
American Bar Association, Section on Litigation Leadership  
Board of Directors, Houston Volunteer Lawyers  
Former Adjunct Faculty, University of Houston Law School and Texas Southern University School of Law  
State Bar Number: 18824500

/s/ Jordan Steiker  
University of Texas School of Law – Judge Robert M. Parker Chair in Law  
University of Texas School of Law – Co-Director, Capital Punishment Center  
State Bar Number: 19126495

/s/ William O. Whitehurst  
Past President, State Bar of Texas  
Past President, Texas Trial Lawyers Association  
State Bar Number: 00000061

Organizational Signer:

/s/ Gershon (Gary) Ratner  
Co-Founder, Lawyers Defending American Democracy  
Former Associate General Counsel for Litigation, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development  
On behalf of Lawyers Defending American Democracy

We respectfully request that your confirmation of receipt and any other communications be sent to each signatory of the Complaint. Contact information for each Texas Bar Member signer is available at: www.TexasBar.com. Please notify Mr. Ratner at: gratner@rcn.com.

The organizations referenced for Texas Bar Member signers have not endorsed this Complaint. They are listed for purposes of signer identity only.